Chapter One: To Lead and To Follow
By D.G. Laderoute

8th Day of the Month of Hida, 1123, Toshi Ranbo

Surely, they must be able to hear my heart beating.
“My lady,” Bayushi Yojiro said from where he knelt in the tea house, “your request for us to
meet you here was framed in a most informal way. That certainly does not match your current
demeanor.”
Bayushi Kachiko stopped, snowflakes on her cloak becoming glistening beads of water in
the warmth of the tea house. She acknowledged that she’d heard Yojiro with brief eye contact,
but her gaze locked on that of the other occupant, Doji Hotaru.
Hotaru can hear it, my heart. She knows that I’m afraid.
Hotaru had tensed, reflexively readying herself for battle, like the warrior she was. “Kachiko,
what is it? What’s wrong?”
Kachiko had rehearsed what to say
for her entire walk through the winter
garden of the Toshi Ranbo Governor’s
Palace. Yet, no matter how often she
repeated them in her head, she could not
fit the words properly into her mouth to
say them aloud.
Shoju, what have you done?
Eschewing any courtly nuance or
subtle subtext, she blurted, “It’s Shoju.
He’s reclaimed the Regency, with the
support of the Lion and the Imperial
Legions.”
Yojiro exchanged a glance with Hotaru, then they both stood, their tea forgotten.
“Reclaimed? How?”
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“By seizing it with force. By spilling blood in the Forbidden City,” Kachiko said, her gaze
still locked on that of Hotaru.
“And the Lion acceded to this?” Hotaru asked. “But Toturi was the one who denounced
Shoju’s Regency as an attempt to seize the Emerald Throne. Why would the Lion then be party
to this?”
“I do not know. And yet, they are. Or, at least, a faction of them is.” Kachiko looked into the
snow-draped gardens, crossing her arms as she did, as though hugging herself.
Shoju, what have you done? We were already suspected of attempting a coup. What will
happen to the Scorpion now? Can the clan even survive this?
“There’s more,” Hotaru said.
Kachiko nodded. It required effort.
“Upon reclaiming the Throne, he—”
Kachiko had to stop, swallow, collect herself. She finally turned back from the window.
“A moment, please. This is very…difficult.” Kachiko took a breath. “After he reclaimed the
Throne, Shoju declared himself an ally of the Shadowlands.”
Hotaru snapped out a curse that would have made an Iron Warrior blush. Yojiro simply
stared at his hands in his lap. Their knuckles had turned white.
“You’re wrong,” Yojiro finally said. “You must be. The Legions would never defend such
depravity.”
Kachiko shook her head. “No one wishes for me to be wrong more than I do, believe me.
But I would not have come to you with something this ruinous if I were not certain.”
She turned again to Hotaru, borrowing what she could of the Crane’s strength and
conviction.
“How did you even hear of this?” Hotaru asked.
Yojiro nodded quickly. “Indeed, we’ve had no messages to this effect—”
“It is winter,” Kachiko said. “Couriers are likely on their way, but they may be days yet.” She
sighed. “This news first came to me from a trusted source in Otosan Uchi, borne by the winds.
I have since had the truth of the message corroborated by augury.”
Yojiro stood and looked, for a moment, in the gardens, as Kachiko had. “Do you really
believe this to be true? You likely know the Master of Secrets better than anyone—to the extent
anyone knows him at all.”
Kachiko glanced at him. Shoju, aligning himself with Jigoku? Of course not.
And yet, here they were.
“No, I do not,” Kachiko finally said. “I believe that Shoju has some other purpose in making
such a claim.”
Hotaru shifted slightly, the floorboards creaking. “Several days ago, Shiba Katsuda’s
shugenja, as well as those tending the memorial shrines here in Toshi Ranbo, claim to have
experienced especially dark and unsettling dreams, all seemingly at the same time. Is it possible
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that Shoju actually has engaged with the darkness in some fashion? Perhaps even unwillingly?”
Kachiko started to shake her head, but it collapsed into a desolate shrug. “I don’t know. And
does it matter? Shoju has publicly made this claim. Whatever his true purpose might be, he has
labeled himself the most egregious sort of traitor to the Empire. The path he’s begun to walk has
only one destination—”
Kachiko stopped, the words in her throat suddenly too painful to form. Hotaru, Yojiro and
the teahouse blurred into smears of color. A lifetime of courtly discipline wasn’t enough to stop
it from happening.
She didn’t care. And neither, apparently, did Hotaru, who finally stepped forward and took
her in her arms. Kachiko sank gratefully into the embrace. Shoju was gone. Her only son was
with the Dragon, but had he survived the coup? She might have no one else in her life besides
Hotaru. And she needed the Doji at her side, to help her remain strong, and to keep reminding
her what true and honest service to the Empire looked like.
But for how long will she be there? Can we survive this, or will I lose her, too?
Yojiro cleared his throat awkwardly.
Kachiko lifted her head. “Oh, for Benten’s sake, Yojiro, allow me a moment to grieve, at
least. Shoju is my husband, and—” She pulled back from Hotaru. “And one of the people I love
most in this world.”
Yojiro shuffled his feet. “I understand, of course. But I must ask, what of our clan, my lady?
Our champion has apparently fallen to corruption.” He glanced at Hotaru. “Perhaps, after we’ve
had some time to fully consider the ramifications, we should—”
Again, Kachiko cut him off, pulling herself back from Hotaru’s embrace and straightening
her kimono.
“We do not have the luxury of such time. With the aid of the Lion, Shoju has seized control
of the capital. They likely intend Toshi Ranbo to soon follow.”
Yojiro nodded. “Very well. At the very least, it is clear that the championship of our clan
must be assumed by someone else. Bayushi Dairu is not yet of age. Moreover, our last reports
have him in the custody of the Dragon in Otosan Uchi. And Shoju’s brother, Aramoro, is…”
“Accused of attempting to murder the Emerald Champion,” Hotaru saved either of the
Scorpions from saying.
Yojiro continued. “You are Dairu’s mother. It must be you to lead our clan, my lady.”
Kachiko turned back toward the garden, suddenly caught on the verge of manic laughter
she wouldn’t be able to stop. Champion of the Scorpion Clan. Such a title, together with that of
Imperial Advisor, would cement her place as a fulcrum around which all politics would turn.
She could repudiate Shoju, and make the Scorpion the beating heart of Rokugan.
She had spent a lifetime working toward this. Every scheme, every manipulation, every
debt and favor had brought her closer… No longer would her power come from being the wife
of the Scorpion Clan Champion, or the Emperor’s chief advisor. She would wield power of her
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own. And with it, she and Hotaru, the Scorpion and the Crane, could shape Rokugan into the
mighty and glorious Empire it was meant to be.
All she had to do was say yes, and her next step would take her onto the path she’d sought
for so long, the one leading to the fulfillment of her ambition.
Kachiko closed her eyes. Ambition. It was a drug, wasn’t it? A drug as insidious and potent
as opium from the City of Lies—and just as destructive. The very same ambition that had
driven her to seek the things she’d thought she’d wanted, the power and status, had ultimately
brought them all to this terrible place, hadn’t it?
It had cost the Emperor his justice, and it had cost the Empire its princes.
It had cost her Shoju, and may have cost him his very soul.
What might it come to cost Hotaru?
You will help me set this right.
Kachiko turned back. “I accept the mantle of clan champion. And as my first and only
action in that office, I am stepping down and naming you my successor, Bayushi Yojiro-ue.”
She bowed deeply. Hotaru looked taken aback, but recovered quickly and bowed as well.
Yojiro just stared for a moment. “My lady, I cannot—”
“Yes, you can,” Kachiko said. “You
must. The Scorpion needs you to be its
leader.” She smiled sadly. “This is no gift
I am giving you, Yojiro. This is a burden.
You will be faced with leading our clan
through a time of terrible ordeal.” She
glanced at Hotaru. “The champion of a
clan in such circumstances must possess
a certain purity of spirit, a nobility and
grace that—that I simply do not have.
But you do. You can bear this millstone
of responsibility about your neck, and
still keep your gaze upon the Empire. I
do not have that sort of strength.”
Yojiro’s gaze filled with doubts, even objections, but he finally just nodded. “Very well. I
accept this duty you have given me.” He turned to Hotaru. “I must spend some time seeing
to my clan’s affairs, Champion Doji. But I would ask for an audience with you at our earliest
mutual convenience.”
Hotaru bowed her agreement. “Certainly, Champion Bayushi. However, I have affairs that I
must attend to within my own clan first.”
“Your brother,” Yojiro said.
Kachiko blinked. She’d heard of Kuwanan’s arrival, but not what affairs it required Hotaru to
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address. Of course, she’d been profoundly distracted.
Hotaru nodded. “Yes. Kuwanan arrived yesterday. He has demanded to meet with me. I
believe he intends to challenge me for the leadership of the Crane Clan.”
“He—what? Why?” Kachiko asked.
“I intend to find out when I meet with him shortly,” Hotaru replied. “If true, though, it
means that the Championship of the Scorpion is not the only clan leadership issue today.”
Hotaru strode into the small courtyard known as Judgment’s Retreat, nestled between the
Governor’s Palace and the adjacent Chief Magistrate’s Estate. It was here that most formal
matters of reputation and law were settled, whether that was a duel, a trial, or execution. A
broad circle of clean, white sand dominated the courtyard, intended to reflect the light of
Lady Sun onto whatever judgment was being rendered here. It was an impressive effect in the
summer, but much less so amid the expansive white snows of winter.
Bayushi Yojiro walked at Hotaru’s side. Kachiko followed, no longer disguised as a guard
but wearing a simple kimono and her signature mask. A small guard of Imperial Legionnaires
trailed at a discreet distance.
Doji Kuwanan stood on the far side of the circle, one hand resting on the pommel of
Omeka, his ancient Kakita blade forged almost four-hundred years ago. Behind him stood a
pair of Daidoji Iron Warriors.
Hotaru frowned. Word had already come to her that Kakita Yoshi had apparently chosen to
support Kuwanan’s claim for the Crane Championship. The presence of Daidoji warriors hinted
that Uji might be leaning the same way. The thought made her heart sink, though not because
of the apparent dissatisfaction with her leadership. Rather, it meant disunity fractured the clan
much more deeply than she’d realized. Given the immense gravity of Shoju’s claim to have
aligned himself with their most ancient and bitter enemy, now was not the time for disunity.
Hotaru stopped, and Kuwanan bowed. She returned it, then silence fell, filled only by the cold
whisper of wind blowing out of the Lion lands to the west, and the Unicorn lands beyond them.
Kuwanan stepped forward, his thick jacket shifting in the inconstant breeze. “Sister, I have
come to contest the leadership of the Crane Clan. I believe that you are unfit to continue in
the office. It is my hope that you will step down willingly, but if you will not do so, then I will
respond accordingly.” His hand tapped the pommel of Omeka, once.
Hotaru cocked her head. “Brother, I do not understand. You are impetuous, but not foolish.
I must therefore believe that you have a rational reason for this—or that you think you do.”
Kuwanan sniffed. “The reason stands behind you. You have made your feelings regarding
that…” He stopped, took a breath. “That woman clear.”
Hotaru glanced back at Kachiko. The Scorpion’s face remained impassive behind her mask,
but Hotaru saw the concern darkening her gaze. She offered a smile meant to be reassuring,
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then turned back to Kuwanan. She wished she could have discussed what she was about to do
with Kachiko. But as she herself had said, we do not have the luxury of such time.
Please, Lady Benten, help Kachiko to understand what I am about to do. But if she will no
longer conceal herself, then neither will I.
“Yes,” Hotaru said. “I love Bayushi Kachiko. But neither of us would harm our clans in the
pursuit of that love.”
Kuwanan barked a humorless laugh. “That is not what you told father, Hotaru. You made it
abundantly clear to him where your loyalties lay.”
Hotaru just stared for a moment. Told father? Made it clear to him? How? She shook her
head. “Kuwanan, I have no idea what you are talking about.”
“I am talking about the letter,” Kuwanan shot back. “The letter that you wrote to him,
confessing your obsessive fascination with this woman. I found it, Hotaru, among father’s
personal effects. It banished any doubt, and placed my feet on the path that has brought me
here, to this moment. The Heavens themselves have endorsed this purpose.”
Kuwanan truly believed what he was
saying.
Her heart began to race. In the
next few moments, she faced losing
either Kachiko, or her brother, or quite
possibly both.
A dark thought. Had Kachiko done
something? But a single glance back
at her showed no subterfuge, no guilt
in those dark, warm eyes. She was as
mystified as Hotaru was.
“I wrote no letter to father about
Kachiko, or anyone else,” Hotaru said.
Now it was Kuwanan’s turn to look
confused. “It was written in your hand, sister, and secreted away in a false compartment among
father’s effects, in the Crane Guesthouse in the Forbidden City.”
“Kuwanan, just a moment ago was the first time I have professed my love for Kachiko
publicly. And I do so now without reservation,” Hotaru looked again at Kachiko. Her face had
now gone as hard as stone, though.
Hotaru’s chest tightened. Had she gone too far after all, by announcing her love for Kachiko
without consulting her first?
When Kachiko spoke, it had nothing to do with Hotaru, Kuwanan, or any letter to Doji
Satsume.
“Hametsu,” she hissed, through clenched teeth. “His smell clings to it. He is the Shosuro
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daimyō, and has ready access to the best forgers, and to agents that could certainly plant a
forged letter in your clan’s guesthouse.”
Hotaru turned back to Kuwanan. “I did not write this letter, Kuwanan.”
Hotaru could see her brother turning hers and Kachiko’s words in his mind, trying and
failing to get them to mesh with what he’d obviously come to believe. Finally, he spoke.
“I must concede that you and this Scorpion woman are convincing. But being convincing is
not the same as offering proof. In the aftermath of the Battle of Three Trees Village, you told me
I should accept that the Emerald Magistrates had found no proof of foul play in father’s death.
This time, I have found what appears to be proof, so it follows that your convincing words may
be just that—words.” He shook his head. “I have learned to accept the judgment of the Heavens
in matters such as this one. I will therefore do so again, now, in this place of judgment.”
He stepped toward the middle of the circle and lifted his hand, palm up, over Omeka’s
hilt. “I challenge you, sister, to a duel to determine the truth of your claims about the letter I
discovered. If you are lying, then you will die, and I will assume the championship. And if you
are telling the truth, then I will die, and you will carry on leading the clan.”
“Brother—”
“It can be no other way. As long as the matter of that letter remains unresolved, it will be a
yawning chasm between us.”
“And so Hametsu gets what he desires,” Kachiko said bitterly. “Hotaru dead—or you dead,
and Hotaru heartbroken because of it. Damn him.”
Hotaru locked eyes on her brother. She had no desire to cross steel with him, much less harm
him—or kill him. Kill her own brother. She would make one, final attempt to dissuade him.
“Kuwanan, before you do this, you need to know what has just transpired in the capital,”
Hotaru said, then went on to describe the news Kachiko had brought just that morning.
Perhaps the dire circumstances would be enough to convince Kuwanan to withdraw his
challenge, to see that now was a time for unity, not confrontation.
Kuwanan’s face darkened, but he shook his head. “All the more reason to address this once and
for all, sister. If you have been compromised by these Scorpion, and they are in league with—”
“Brother, no,” Hotaru snapped. “Do not presume to implicate an entire clan in the
malfeasance of one of its members, even if it is the champion. After all, you believe that I have
committed wrongdoing. Do you believe all Crane are culpable in it?”
“No, of course not,” Kuwanan said, then turned to Yojiro. “My apologies for implying such a
thing, Bayushi-sama.”
Yojiro offered a slight bow, enough to acknowledge the intent of Kuwanan’s words, albeit
just barely.
“Kuwanan,” Hotaru said, “is there no way I can convince you to put this aside? To focus on
the greater good of the Empire?”
“That is what I’m doing, sister.”
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She stifled the instinct to argue, as they had done so many times. What words of hers could
reach him when he doubted her very integrity?
A sudden sorrow filled her, similar to when she’d killed Akodo Arasou only a short distance
from where she now stood. She had caused the death of a good man then, the brother of one of
her best friends, Toturi. And now faced the prospect of the same thing.
Except, this time, it was her own brother.
Hotaru turned to Yojiro. “Champion Bayushi—as magistrate, you are the lawful authority
here. Do we have your leave to proceed with this matter?”
“You do,” Yojiro replied, his voice grave.
“Wait.”
Bayushi Kachiko stepped forward and faced Kuwanan. “This whole matter is predicated on
your belief that your sister’s relationship with me is detrimental to your clan and, therefore, to
the Empire. If that is so, then allow me to…” She stopped and swallowed. “Allow me to end that
relationship, here and now—”
“No!” Hotaru snapped. “No, I will not accept that!” She gestured Kachiko back and assumed
her stance. “Just as our two clans are stronger together, particularly in times such as these, so
are we. I will not allow expediency to end either of those relationships. Your brother may have
set this in motion with his vile scheming, but it is our burden to resolve it.”
Kuwanan’s gaze shifted from Kachiko to Hotaru. Again, a glimmer of uncertainty clouded
his eyes, but as Hotaru readied herself to face him, it once more hardened into resolve.
Hotaru gripped her naginata and
readied herself. She had divested herself
of Shukujo, the Crane ancestral sword.
She did not want this duel, but if it must
happen, she would not risk drawing her
own brother’s blood with the sacred blade.
Hotaru let her mind collapse into
a single point of concentration, one
that acknowledged the existence of
Kuwanan and Omeka and nothing else.
Her brother’s blade was preternaturally
sharp, able to slice through armor with
relative ease. She must adapt her tactics
accordingly.
And yet, I must somehow not kill my own brother…
Time passed, their eyes locked. Hotaru had already planned her move, could trace in her
mind the path her naginata would follow. She only awaited—
Kuwanan suddenly and minutely shifted his weight. Hotaru only knew it because it changed
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his position relative to Lady Sun’s light, altering the apparent color of his pupils slightly.
Hotaru moved, tracing her naginata through the path she had already chosen for it, adjusting
it a fraction to account for small variance in her brother’s strike. A soft tap, as the shaft of her
naginata connected with the flat of Omeka and knocked it aside.
Kuwanan stumbled slightly, already compensating for a resistance to his strike that
never occurred. That, and the momentum behind Omeka’s swing, gave Hotaru the perfect
opportunity. She could flow as Water, reversing the course of her own blade, then strike as Fire,
a ferocious killing blow delivered into the left side of Kuwanan’s back. Instead, she became
Earth, using her own momentum to back up, opening a gap between her and her brother, one
that would take advantage of her weapon’s longer reach.
Kuwanan nimbly spun about, Omeka raised. His gaze once more met Hotaru’s, and a truth
passed between them.
Hotaru would not fight to win. She would fight, instead, to not lose. The inconclusive nature
of the contest was, itself, a message to Kuwanan. She didn’t want to win, because she didn’t want
to fight at all.
Kuwanan flung himself forward, kicking out with his left foot, Omeka’s strike right behind
it. Hotaru again deflected his blade, dodged his foot, then spun and slammed the shaft of her
naginata against his shoulder, bludgeoning him sideways. Again, it opened an opportunity for
her. Again, she became Earth, and simply backed away in a defensive crouch.
So it went, one strike after another. Omeka would swing, and Hotaru would answer by
avoiding and disengaging. They finally both broke apart, catching their breath.
“Kuwanan, please, I don’t want to kill you!”
“I don’t want your indulgence, sister,” he snapped back. “I only want you to treat me as a
serious opponent—!”
Kuwanan flung himself forward in mid-word. Many times, Satsume and Toshimoko had
both admonished Hotaru to not become lulled by an opponent’s voice. But even they wouldn’t
have ever envisioned her dueling her own brother. He gained a flicker of initiative, just a
fraction of a heartbeat, but it was enough to prevent Hotaru from fully deflecting Omeka’s
strike this time. Kuwanan kept enough control over his blade that he was able to reverse it, and
slash it into her right side.
Omeka bit deep.
Hotaru heard Kachiko cry out, but fought to keep her focus on the battle. Pain, deceptively
distant and dull, crept away from the wound and burrowed into her torso. She gritted her teeth
in the face of a stark instant of truth.
With the next strike, one of them would die.
No. I will not lose my brother, but neither will I lose Kachiko.
Hotaru dropped her naginata with a soft thud.
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Kuwanan had tensed to deliver another blow, but froze, his eyes widening. “You are
conceding?”
Clutching her side, Hotaru shook her head. “No. But neither will I defend myself. If you
truly believe in your righteousness, then you must strike me down.”
“I won’t slay an unarmed—”
“If it’s the only way to bridge this abyss you’ve placed between us, then you must.”
“You are subverting the judgment of the Heavens!”
Hotaru grimaced, swaying. Kachiko and Yojiro both stepped forward, Kachiko reaching
for her, but Hotaru warned them back with a raised hand. “I am accepting that your decision
is Tengoku’s judgment. So choose, brother, and end this. The darkness is gathering. There is no
more time.”
Kuwanan gripped Omeka, staring at Hotaru past the blade.
She limped closer to her brother. “Kuwanan, father taught me that the Heavens may offer us
guidance, but, in the end, our choices are our own. He believed that declaring oneself merely to
be an instrument of the Heavens was a weakness, not a strength.”
Kuwanan’s eyes widened. “I don’t believe father would say such a thing!”
“Why not? Because he was noble and pure of spirit, a paragon of virtue?” Hotaru forced a
thin smile. “Father could be those things, yes. But he could also be harsh—and demanding to
the point of cruelty. He expected perfection—he expected the impossible.”
Hotaru realized she was trembling, although whether it was from anger, sadness, or pain,
she was not sure.
“Brother, you saw him as the hero
he was, but he was also a man. He
recognized his flaws and failures, the
greatest of which was his failure to
protect our mother from herself.”
Father… I know now that you thought
you were trying to strengthen and prepare
us: her for the scrutiny of the Imperial
capital, and me for the scrutiny of clan
leadership.
You were trying to ready me for such
a day as this.
She drew another breath and limped
forward, gritting her teeth.
You wanted me to be perfect because you knew you were not.
Omeka’s tip now hovered a hand-span from her face. Pain flowed from her wound like
liquid fire. “His successes and failures were not Tengoku’s, Kuwanan. They were his own,
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a result of the choices he made in his life. He must answer for them when Emma-Ō takes stock
of his life. So, too, will you. So make this choice, brother, and be prepared to account for it to
the Heavens, not to attribute it to them.”
Omeka’s tip trembled slightly.
“Hotaru,” Kuwanan finally said, “do you truly love this woman? Did you truly not write that
letter?”
“Yes, I do. And no, I did not.”
Kuwanan lowered Omeka. “Doji Hotaru-ue, I concede this contest to you.”
“Good.” As she spoke, Hotaru’s legs wobbled under her. “And as your next act of fealty, you
can catch your champion before she falls over,” she gasped. Kuwanan sheathed Omeka and
caught her as she began to topple. Kachiko moved in to assist, while Yojiro told his guards to
call the healers.
“That is twice, now, that I have lost a duel to a wounded and unarmed opponent,” Kuwanan said
ruefully, helping Hotaru out of Judgment’s Retreat. Hotaru managed to push a questioning glance
through the fog of pain. “When you have recovered, sister, I will tell you about Matsu Kaitokura.”
They hobbled a few paces, then Kuwanan gave Kachiko a sidelong glance. “You claim that
your brother was responsible for this forgery?”
“Without a doubt,” Kachiko replied.
“Then he is the one that must face judgment for this.”
“I agree. However, I ask only one thing,” Kachiko said.
Kuwanan lifted an eyebrow.
Kachiko smiled dangerously. “That you wait until I am there to watch.”
Despite the pain now flaring in her side like a lit torch, Hotaru laughed.
11th Day of the Month of Hida, 1123, Toshi Ranbo

Hotaru limped through the open gate. She winced against the icy wind that blew in from the
rice fields sprawling around Toshi Ranbo. Yojiro clicked his tongue at her side.
“I assure you, this is not necessary. I am quite capable of doing this on my own.”
“I would never suggest otherwise, my lord. But I am the Champion of the Crane, this is
Toshi Ranbo, and that—” She stopped and let her gaze wander across the massed ranks of
troops smartly arrayed just beyond bowshot from the city walls. “That is a Lion army. They
have put a great deal of effort in marching here amid the winter snows. It would be rude of me
not to greet them.”
Hotaru kept her words light, but in truth, apprehensive uncertainty gnawed deep inside her,
like her partly healed wound. The first hints of the approaching army had reached Toshi Ranbo
only a few hours after her duel with Kuwanan. Now, three days later, it had finally arrived.
To have marshaled so many troops and marched them through the harsh depravation of winter
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could only mean one thing—the intent of its commander was even more dire than the Lion
Clan’s deadly reputation.
The same clan that had apparently supported Shoju’s Tainted coup in Otosan Uchi. Hotaru
saw nothing among the tawny ranks to suggest that similar corruption was present here, but
the darkness did not always announce its presence with horror. Sometimes, it cloaked itself in
noble intent.
Hotaru, Yojiro, and their escort of a dozen Imperial Legionnaires stopped a short distance
from the small group that had detached itself from the Lion host. Kuwanan and Kachiko, both
watching from the security of Toshi Ranbo’s wall, had vigorously counseled against parley,
fearing treachery. Yojiro, though, had flatly dismissed their concerns.
“If Jigoku has already sewn so much distrust among us that we would put aside our ancient
customs because of suspicion, then it has already won a victory.”
Hotaru ducked from another cold gust of wind. Yojiro advanced a few paces.
“I am Bayushi Yojiro,” he called out, “appointed by the Emperor as custodian of Toshi
Ranbo on behalf of the Emerald Throne. What is your purpose here?”
A single, cloaked figure rode forward, stopping just short of Yojiro. But when the hood was
cast back, the rider’s dark eyes were leveled firmly on Hotaru.
“I believe, Doji-sama, that you are standing very close to the place from which you slew my
betrothed,” said Matsu Tsuko.
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Chapter Two: Breaking the Cycle
By Tyler Parrott

15th Day of the Month of Hida, 1123, somewhere alongside the Drowned Merchant River

Falling snow blanketed the road east toward Toshi Ranbo, obscuring the path that lay before
Ikoma Tsanuri and leaving her directionless and uncertain. Somewhere across the river, to the
north, a hostile Unicorn Clan army was also weathering the heavy drifts. Ahead of her, to the
east, Champion Matsu Tsuko’s army was preparing for a siege of Toshi Ranbo. And behind her,
the respected Commander Kyōsuke had
lost a critical village to the Unicorn and
was captured in the process. Her agent
had failed to rescue the commander, but
it was her army that had failed to reclaim
the village before the river froze over and
the trees lost all vestiges of life.
The Battle of Four Roads had been
closely fought, and Tsanuri and her
soldiers were tired and hungry. Their
supplies had long run dry, with no
indication from her superiors that more
food and equipment could be spared. She
relied now on the villages they captured
to sustain her troops. Even the Castle of the Swift Sword could not feed her army through the
winter, forcing them to live off the snow-shrouded plains. It was unsustainable. Tsanuri could
only hope that her champion would have good news for her.
But Tsanuri had many reasons to doubt that she would see her troops fed and rested. The
scrolls she carried had barely left her side—or her thoughts—since the rōnin had first delivered
them to her. At first glance, she had found them to be little more than the routine records of
the late Commander Kyōsuke’s campaign: quartermasters’ reports, missives to and from nearby
regional lords, orders that had been relayed to him from the family daimyō through the clan’s
chief ambassador, and the like. Tsanuri kept similar records herself. But Kyōsuke’s army had not
suffered the same supply shortages that hers had—and Ambassador Ikoma Ujiaki’s messages
openly acknowledged it.
“Believe what people say, Little Viper, but remain vigilant. The hypocrisy of the deceitful will
reveal them, and you will know who can be trusted.” It was a lesson that she had taken to heart,
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not only because it had come from her father. Why would the clan’s leadership supply the army
at Yōjin no Shiro and the army besieging Kyūden Kakita throughout both of their months-long
campaigns, yet allow Tsanuri’s soldiers to scavenge for supplies at every turn? If Ujiaki knew of
her shortages, did their family daimyō, Anakazu, also know? Had he agreed to it?
“General!” It was Matsu Beiona, one of Tsanuri’s more dangerous lieutenants. The rumble
of her approaching horse’s hooves was muffled in the drift of fresh snow that covered the road.
“Enemy scouts along the riverbank. Dosei believes they may have already spotted us.”
The frozen surface of the Drowned Merchant River paralleled the road. In the fog and snow,
Tsanuri could barely make out the shapes of horses and their riders. They stood still, seemingly
watching over the Lion retinue.
“Then we pick up the pace and hope they did not,” Tsanuri responded.
Beiona scowled. “You will not send a warrior to silence them? They will surely set an
ambush for our return or attack the troops while we are meeting with the champion.”
“They cannot while the snow continues. And neither can we overextend our own limited forces.”
Beiona kicked her horse forward until they rode side by side. Her face, still painted white
for war, showed concern. “You cannot expect them to simply leave us be. I can do it, general.
You would not have to risk any of the other lieutenants. Say the word and I will strike them
down before they can return to their champion.”
“I will not.”
This was not the decision of a good commander, and she knew it. Any tactical information
gained by their enemy could be put to use against them, and their position on the road was
vulnerable. Akodo’s Leadership warned that commanders should hide weakness and project
strength in warfare. Were she trying to defeat the enemy army, Tsanuri would send Beiona to
bring down the enemy scouts without hesitation.
But the sack of Onon Mura lingered in her mind. She still sometimes dreamed about the
corpse-fires of peasants who had resisted her capture of their village—peasants whose slaughter
she had ordered, when it became necessary. Those peasants could no longer serve the Unicorn
now, it was true, but this was not their conflict. Had her army been properly supplied, perhaps
it would not have been necessary.
After months of fighting with the Unicorn over scraps of storehouses, Tsanuri could no
longer imagine the glory of victory. Dreams of a decisive win had given way to memories of
dying friends and hungry nights.
“You are not wrong to be wary of the enemy scouts, lieutenant,” Tsanuri said, “but we are no
threat to them, and with the snowfall they are no threat to us. I will not allow you to instigate a
retaliation with a preemptive attack.”
“You are putting too much trust in the enemy showing us mercy. If they attack while we are
separated from our army, those deaths will be on your head.”
“They already are!” It came out harsher than Tsanuri intended, and louder. For a moment,
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the entire retinue paused at her outburst. “Thank you for your vigilance, lieutenant. But no one
will engage the enemy at this time.”
Beiona pulled the reins of her horse and rode to the back of the retinue with a scowl.
Tsanuri wiped her nose at the cold and realized her face was flushed. With a wave, she signaled
that they pick up the pace, and her lieutenants followed.
Across the river, the Unicorn scouts—who had been standing still and watchful
throughout—turned their horses and rode into the snowfall.
By the time Tsanuri and her lieutenants arrived at Matsu Tsuko’s war camp, the sun had fallen
to the horizon and exhaustion had settled upon them. The sight of makeshift palisades and
Lion banners elicited a halfhearted cheer from some of her samurai, but the best Tsanuri could
manage was a thin smile.
Ashigaru in cotton garb emerged
from around their campfires, hurrying
to retain what warmth they could as
they took the reins from Tsanuri’s
followers. When one reached for
Tsanuri’s horse, the commander pulled
the reins away. “I must see the champion
at once. Where is she?”
“In the big tent with the Lady Kakita,
most likely,” the ashigaru, a middleaged woman still dressed in her armor,
replied with a gesture toward the center
of the camp.
“Lady Kakita?” Tsanuri looked to the tent in question, as if it would somehow provide an
answer to her confusion. “Very well then, stable my horse while I speak with Matsu-ue.”
“Yes ma’am.” The ashigaru took the horse as Tsanuri dismounted. She hurried toward the
command tent, her mind racing with yet more unanswered questions. Tsanuri couldn’t think
of anyone who would fit the description of Lady Kakita from nearby Toshi Ranbo. Perhaps
the wife of the Kakita daimyō had left his castle before its destruction, or the diplomat who
had been staying in Matsu Seishin’s court had been given leave to depart. But when the Crane
Champion was stationed in the city, why would either of them be negotiating with Tsuko on
her behalf?
After one of the door guards reported Tsanuri’s arrival, the young general was admitted.
The biting cold that had been clawing its way through her clothes and boots yielded to a still
heat from the central hearth. Matsu Tsuko stood near it, a table haphazardly covered in papers
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and small figurines beside her. Across from her, a tall, austere lady dressed in a fine blue-silver
winter kimono sat before a calligraphy set and pondered an incomplete composition.
“You have traveled through quite a harsh storm to meet with me, General Ikoma,” Tsuko
said in greeting. The Crane woman also acknowledged the young commander but said nothing.
Tsanuri bowed.
“It is of the utmost importance,” Tsanuri replied. She looked nervously at the Kakita. “I
apologize for interrupting. I did not know you had company.”
“The Lady Kakita Barahime has been my guest since our escape from her late castle, and she
shall continue to remain so until I have resolved my grievance with the Crane Champion over
the death of my betrothed, if that can still be managed.”
“Is that not why you have come to Toshi Ranbo?” Tsanuri asked.
“It was,” Tsuko admitted. Her voice was low, almost hesitant—wholly unlike the fervor that
Tsanuri had come to know from the older woman. “But the Crane—along with the forces of the
Scorpion and Phoenix—are preparing to march their armies south, and I do not think it wise
to delay them.”
Tsanuri’s confusion must have been clear on her face, as Barahime explained, “Lord Bayushi
Shoju has violently seized control of the Forbidden City with an army of Imperial Legionnaires
and loyal Scorpions. He now reportedly sits upon the Emerald Throne, having murdered the
Emperor and declared himself in league with the Shadowlands.”
Tsanuri was without words. The news of the Emperor’s death had been sad, but to think
now that it was a direct assault upon Heaven, and by the forces of Fu Leng himself…
“But there is more,” Tsuko said. “Shoju’s armies—including the Imperial Legions—are being
led by Ambassador Ujiaki.”
She is quite capable of feeding her own soldiers, one way or another. Ujiaki’s words had
been meant only for Commander Kyōsuke, but Tsanuri doubted that she would ever forget
them. He had allowed her soldiers to starve, if not actively engineered it. And now he had
betrayed the Empire and sided with the Shadowlands by allying with an evil usurper. How
could this be? And yet…
“I…will admit that I have my own reasons to mistrust the ambassador,” Tsanuri admitted.
“It was one of the reasons I have come to meet with you. However, what I have brought is
perhaps best shared with you alone.”
Kakita Barahime smiled gently from where she sat by the hearth. “I do not wish to intrude
upon the tribulations of your clan. Allow me to step outside while you deliver your report.”
At that moment, Tsanuri’s stomach growled loudly, and her face flushed. Barahime stood,
adding, “I think it would be best if I got you a meal, as well.”
“Thank you, Lady Kakita,” Tsanuri offered Barahime a perfunctory bow as the noblewoman
put away her composition and made her way to the tent flap, where two guards escorted her out.
“I will admit, I am surprised to see her here, where your most confidential military strategy
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is devised,” Tsanuri said once Barahime was gone. Tsuko shook her head.
“You are not the only one. Were she not as skilled with a blade as she is with a brush,
perhaps it would be safe to let her wait out the snow with Lord Isebō at Yōjin no Shiro. But I
promised to keep her under my protection, and she has more than proven herself as a traveling
companion. And for as long I must delay resolving our grievance with Kakita Yoshi and
forestall vengeance against Doji Hotaru…” A cloud fell over Tsuko’s face, and she looked down
to the hearth. “I wish Arasou were here. He always knew what needed to be done.”
After an uncomfortable pause, Tsanuri offered, “You are as capable a warrior as he was. I
have no doubt that you can lead us out of this schism and restore the Lion Clan’s good name.”
For the first time, Tsanuri saw pain in her champion’s eyes. Pain and grief, the suffering
of a woman to whom closure had been denied too many times. Though her kimono bore
intricate patterns of woven golden flowers, the firelight washed them into a single plain amber.
She looked, in that moment, less like the champion of a Great Clan and more like a woman
huddling by the fire in a cold darkness, lost and alone.
Tsanuri produced the scroll case
she had brought with her and offered
it to Tsuko. She had a report to deliver,
and there were details Tsuko needed to
hear. “My lord, I have come to you with
updates from the Unicorn war front.
Most recently, we failed to recapture
Four Roads Village after Commander
Kyōsuke was overrun. While I was unable
to rescue the commander, I was able to
recover his records so that they stayed out
of the hands of the enemy. Some of them
have given me cause for concern, and I
wish to share them with you.”
Matsu Tsuko took the scroll case and opened it, laying them out among the papers that
already covered the nearby table. As she scanned the scrolls’ contents, Tsanuri explained the
problems she had been facing: the loss of Commander Kyōsuke at Four Roads Village, their
precarious hold on certain captured Unicorn villages, her soldiers’ lack of supplies, and the
cost of that supply shortage upon her army’s ability to succeed. Tsuko’s brow furrowed as she
listened to Tsanuri’s report.
“The orders and messages sent to Commander Kyōsuke by Ambassador Ujiaki are of special
concern to me, as he clearly knew that my troops suffered from a lack of supplies—yet nothing
was ever done to secure our supply lines. All I heard from him, and from Ikoma Anakazu, was
that we were to press the offensive and rely on the land. It sounds now like you and your forces
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were fully supplied. If that is true, then why was nothing sent to us?”
While she was still poring over the scrolls, a scowl unconsciously began to turn the corners
of Tsuko’s mouth. “Are you accusing Ambassador Ujiaki of betraying the Lion and attempting
to get you and your soldiers killed? Accusing Lord Anakazu—your own father—”
“We don’t think of each other like that.” Anymore. “General and lord. Nothing more.” The
mention of her father brought up fond memories that only hurt more for his absence. He had
been someone who always shared her excitement, from finding a quail in the grass when she
was a child to her rapid advancement within the Akodo War College. But she did not want to
think of him now, certainly not while she and Tsuko attempted to resolve the crisis that hung
over their clan. The loss of him was still too raw.
“I make no accusations, Matsu-ue,” Tsanuri responded shakily. “I merely wish to
understand why the leadership of the clan seemed to be abandoning me…again.”
“I knew nothing of the supply shortages you describe,” Tsuko answered. “Had I known, I
would have ordered a redistribution of the clan’s resources to better support your campaign.
When we assaulted Kakita Palace, my army fought at full strength, with the element of surprise.
It is why we were successful.”
It felt like the answer she had been expecting since she read Kyōsuke’s records. But Tsanuri
didn’t feel any more at ease for it. “Given that Ujiaki has manipulated events to drive my armies
toward further aggression toward the Unicorn, I cannot believe that this campaign is fully
justified. I…my soldiers and I will fight as long as we have to, but their lives should not be
wasted fighting a war that advances his ends, whatever they may be. It would be a debasement
of not only my troops, but also what the Lion Clan stands for.”
Tsuko turned her gaze on Tsanuri,
her eyes now burning with renewed
wrath. “What you say is bold, general.
But it is also correct. Whatever his faults,
Toturi would not renounce his titles
for a lie. That means that our soldiers,
and those of the Imperial Legion, now
stand behind a usurper. What you have
shared with me only furthers that belief.”
The champion stepped back from the
table, Ujiaki’s message to Kyōsuke still
in her hand. “We cannot allow Ujiaki to
destroy what our ancestors have worked
so hard to build with this clan.”
Tsuko began to pace. “Recall your soldiers from the Unicorn front and ready them to
march on the capital. I will do the same. The forces of the Lion must march unified behind one
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Champion, even if that means Arasou’s justice will have to wait.”
“And as for the Unicorn?”
“Let them reclaim their own lands while the snow constricts them. Once we stand again
with a clear honor and purpose, perhaps we can settle the Shinjo’s insult for good and move
past such bloodshed as you have been forced to endure.”
The memory of the Unicorn scout lurked in the back of Tsanuri’s mind. If we leave this
territory to the Unicorn, our lands will surely be overrun while we defeat Ujiaki. I should have
ordered Beiona to strike them down before they could report our position.
But the certainty that Tsanuri had felt then was still present in her mind. Each time they
struck at Altansarnai’s forces, the Unicorn retaliated. If Tsuko and Tsanuri were to defeat Ujiaki
and unify the clan, as they both wished, they could not do it with Shinjo Altansarnai still poised
to attack. “With respect, Matsu-ue, I do not think they will regroup in their own lands. If we
leave Shinjo Altansarnai an undefended border, she will take it as an opportunity to invade.
That is how they do war.”
“What would you do to secure that border?” Tsuko asked.
“If we negotiate with them, their champion will listen,” Tsanuri replied. She feared Tsuko
would be loath to ally with their enemies, but Ikoma lands lay close to Unicorn territories, and
Tsanuri knew much of the Unicorn champion’s reputation. “They are only in this fight because
we have continued to engage them in combat and make demands that they did not agree to. I
believe that if we allied with them, Shinjo Altansarnai would not only retreat from the border,
but perhaps even join us in the fight against Ujiaki.”
“That is a bold presumption.”
“I know. But I believe Ambassador Ujiaki is behind much of this conflict. If we present this
to the Unicorn champion, she will listen.”
As she stalked to the door of the tent, her hand still gripping Ujiaki’s scroll, Tsuko fell silent.
Lost in thought, she wandered to the hearth and looked down into the coals. This time, the
light that fell upon her kimono turned her flowing brown hair into a golden shawl about her
shoulders.
Tsanuri spoke again. “This conflict has seen too many samurai on both sides dead. If we
give them the opportunity, the Unicorn will do the right thing.”
Matsu Tsuko considered the coals for a moment longer, then looked to Tsanuri. Gone now
was the doubt and pain that had plagued her before, replaced with a resolute fury. “Very well.
I wish to see our clan made whole once again, and if that means we must negotiate with our
enemies, then that is what we will do. Tomorrow, we prepare. We will put your theory to the
test, or we will fight.”
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Chapter Three: The Pain She Carried
By Tyler Parrott

17th Day of the Month of Hida, 1123, alongside the Drowned Merchant River

As Ikoma Tsanuri approached the enemy war camp, she saw that the peacefulness of the
fluttering purple banners was not shared by the samurai who stood below them.
Even after months of brutal fighting between the Lion and the Unicorn, the young general
could still remember the names of the soldiers she had lost. But if Matsu Tsuko could convince
Shinjo Altansarnai to find common cause with the Lion against the treasonous regent, they
could achieve peace, or at least a truce. Respite for herself and her soldiers was so close, she
could nearly grasp it.
Yet as Tsuko and her tiny retinue
drew near the Unicorn tents, they were
vastly outnumbered by the warriors
guarding the yurts, let alone the soldiers
amassed within. Shinjo, Utaku, and
Moto samurai sat astride their horses
with their bows strung, while infantry
stood with spears held at attention or
with scimitars at the ready. Such an
array of force might not have been
assembled if Shinjo Altansarnai were
sympathetic to their requests—or if she
hadn’t been alerted to their coming.
Allowing that scout to return to Altansarnai without confrontation had likely given away
the position of the Lion armies’ leadership. While it had not resulted in an ambush, as one of
Tsanuri’s lieutenants had feared, it had provided the Unicorn with ample time to prepare for
their arrival. Perhaps the Unicorn had even prepared a holding chamber for prisoners, as they
had at Four Roads Village.
Tsanuri hoped it wouldn’t come to that.
She clenched her fists at her sides. After convincing Tsuko that this diplomacy was
necessary, Tsanuri still wanted to believe that Altansarnai would be open to negotiations. Yet
she couldn’t hold the Unicorn Champion’s mistrust against her.
After all, were it not for the marriage treaty that had instigated this entire conflict, Tsanuri
would still have a father.
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Even the daimyō of the Ikoma could hardly agree to marry the Unicorn Clan Champion
when he already had a wife and daughter. But neither could he disobey his lord when
Champion Akodo Arasou ordered Ikoma Anakazu to forswear his family so that he could fulfill
the conditions of the marriage arrangement that had been agreed upon by both champions.
She’d kept the painful memories of his departure pushed to the back of her mind, but given the
context of the negotiations, it was hard not to think about them now.
The Lion approached the camp, and three Unicorn samurai rode out to meet them. Leading
them was Shinjo Haruko, daughter of the champion, wearing a stern but weary expression that
Tsanuri hoped was not a prelude to what lay before them. Perhaps Haruko’s exhaustion came
from the same place as her own: months of battle without end in sight.
“Matsu Tsuko of the Lion, I have been instructed to escort you and your samurai to my
Altansarnai Khan.”
“Then I will follow your lead,” was Tsuko’s only reply. The Unicorn samurai fell into ranks
around the Lion retinue as they entered the war camp—it was an armed escort, but so far, no
weapon had left its sheath.
As they rode, Tsanuri noticed how close she and Haruko were in age. In fact, had
Altansarnai not refused the marriage arrangement at the final hour, Haruko would have
become the daughter of Ikoma Anakazu. Like Tsanuri, Haruko was a talented young warrior
and an heir to a powerful lord. She had most likely also commanded Unicorn soldiers in the
ongoing conflict between their clans, just as Tsanuri had. But to think of her as a replacement
for Tsanuri…for a moment, she imagined facing Haruko directly on a battlefield, resolving her
jealousy with steel.
We’re not here to fight, Tsanuri reminded herself. She was here to assist Matsu Tsuko in
negotiating for peace—or better yet, an alliance to employ against Ujiaki. She tamped down on
her anger and focused on keeping her composure. Such emotions would do her no good in the
enemy’s court, and she had always prided herself on her level-headedness.
The Unicorn Champion’s command tent was a wide yurt decorated with colorful purple
designs on heavy felt that flew the crest of the Unicorn Clan proudly from either side of its
entrance. The inside was equally ornate, with beautiful wooden chests and fearsome suits of
armor lining the walls; carven posts flowed with sculpted horses. At the center of the tent,
smoldering coals drove back the cold.
Staring down at them from a raised seat at the other end of the space was Shinjo
Altansarnai, her purple robes fluttering with colorful petals and her greying hair bound tightly
behind her head in a warrior’s braid. Beside her stood a proud, bearded man with olive skin, his
hands within his sleeves, and a much younger Crane Clan courtier who sat on a pillow—Doji
Shizue, if the cane that lay beside her was any indication. The man had to be Iuchi Daiyu, the
Unicorn Champion’s paramour, spiritual adviser, and the father of her children. Shinjo Haruko
took up her position at her mother’s side and knelt in front of Daiyu.
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Matsu Tsuko relinquished her swords to the Unicorn guards as they entered, but Tsanuri
was permitted to keep hers as Tsuko’s bodyguard for the negotiations. Based on the half-dozen
samurai who followed the Lion inside, however, it was clear that the Unicorn would not permit
any harm to come to their champion.
“I will admit, I was surprised to learn that you were here,” Shinjo Altansarnai said as Matsu
Tsuko approached and took a seat on the hard ground before the Unicorn Champion. “And
even more so when my scouts informed me that you intended diplomacy, Matsu-dono.”
They had not sent word of their intentions ahead, but such a small group of high-ranking
individuals openly bound for the Unicorn war camp would have been easily understood.
“I did not at first intend to meet with you, Champion Shinjo,” Tsuko admitted. “But our
conflict has been long and bloody these past seasons, and recent news has forced me to
reevaluate the needs of my clan. Rokugan faces a dire threat, one which affects even the farranging Unicorn.”
“I know of the fires that burn in Otosan Uchi,” Altansarnai replied. “And I also know that
the Champion of the Lion now goes where the waves will him.”
“Akodo Toturi served well as the Emerald Champion,” Tsuko declared, “but it was his
brother who led the Lion. Now I come to you as Arasou’s heir, and as Champion of the Lion.”
“Hmph,” Altansarnai answered. The possibility that Altansarnai might be biased against
Tsuko for her close relationship with Arasou was not one Tsanuri wanted to contemplate. “So,
what does the Champion of the Lion wish from me this time?”
“If you know of the situation in the capital, then you also know that Ikoma Ujiaki
commands the Imperial Legions at the behest of the treasonous Shoju.” Tsuko spat. “The Lion
will not abide treason against the throne, and so I intend to rescue our troops serving among
the legions from the wicked influence of our former ambassador.
“Last spring, a disagreement regarding a betrothal led to seeds of conflict being sown
across our lands. When summer came, those conflicts grew. You proved yourself an honest
opponent—I have the greatest respect for your clan and your samurai’s skill in warfare.
“But it is now winter, and we have naught to reap but continued bloodshed while the
Emperor’s murderer deigns to sit upon the Emerald Throne. I ask if it is still a season for battle
between our clans, now that Ujiaki is an enemy to us both—and Shoju threatens us all.”
At this, Altansarnai tilted her head. Daiyu’s eyes widened in suspicion or surprise. If they
sensed weakness in the Lion, would the Unicorn respect it, or exploit it? Tsanuri had been so
certain that they would listen, but…
“Have you come to sue for peace, Lady Matsu?” Altansarnai asked.
“I have come to offer a respite only,” Tsuko said. “It is in neither of our clans’ interests to
continue fighting while the snow makes such endeavors difficult. And once we have meted
out justice to the criminals in Otosan Uchi, perhaps we can find a diplomatic solution to our
differences—one that is more acceptable to both our clans than our last attempt. To continue
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fighting now would only tax our samurai unduly.”
The Unicorn Champion’s face grew hard. “Perhaps your samurai are taxed unduly, yet it
seems we remember this autumn quite differently. Was it not your servants who drew blades
against us, demanding that we relinquish our holdings lest you take them by force? It will take
years, perhaps generations, to repair the devastation wrought by Lion armies upon my land and
its people.”
She was not looking at Tsanuri, yet the young commander felt the sweat collect on her brow.
The hunger of her troops, the slaughter of the peasants at Onon Mura…the suffering was still
too close to her mind. She wished she
did not agree with Altansarnai.
“Your people are not the only ones
who have suffered devastation,” Tsuko
snapped. “Or did you think we had
forgotten the raids and depredations of
Utaku Kamoko? But if the usurper is not
brought down, he will spread yet more
ruin. We cannot tolerate the blasphemy
he has committed. I am not asking for
your forgiveness or your surrender, only
for you to unite with the Lion against
a treasonous regent and a treacherous
ambassador.”
“Do not think I have forgotten the last time a Lion Clan Champion wished to find unity
with me and my clan.” Altansarnai loomed like a wolf upon her dais. “And Toturi’s offer was
even less compelling than Arasou’s.”
“As much as I loved Arasou, I am not him, nor am I his brother,” Tsuko replied. “I am not
here to offer an arrangement concocted by advisers. I come as one champion to another, to
beseech you to turn your attention to the Empire we both serve.”
The expressions of Altansarnai’s councilors remained set against Tsuko’s request. Only the
gentle Shizue seemed receptive to Tsuko’s proposal.
The sweat now ran down the back of Tsanuri’s neck, and she glanced around at the Unicorn
samurai watching from the edges of the tent. None of them seemed ready to fight, but even
allowing the Lion to return safely could still result in more bloodshed. If Altansarnai rejected
Tsuko’s appeal, the northern lands of the Lion Clan would be wholly unprotected when they
marched upon Otosan Uchi. Altansarnai needed to understand, to agree to a reprieve, for the
subjects of the Lion to remain safe.
“You may not be Lord Arasou or Toturi, but do not think me blind, Lady Matsu. You call
yourself Champion of the Lion, yet what proclamation makes it so? Have you conferred with
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your daimyō and selected a replacement after Toturi’s departure, or have you simply chosen the
position for yourself? Will you use me to dethrone your so-called traitorous ambassador, only
to strike at me when our forces are weak, as when you led your generals against Kakita Palace
while your champion was unable to stop you? I wonder why you profess such hatred for Ikoma
Ujiaki: because he threatens the Empire, or because he threatens your control of your clan?
Your word is no better than that of the Ikoma lord who sought to marry me.”
With those words, Altansarnai might as well have just spit in Tsuko’s face.
This negotiation had been something Tsanuri had advocated for, something she had
convinced Tsuko to attempt. If it failed, and the future of the Lion was ruined because of it,
such a catastrophe would be on Tsanuri’s head. She could not let the prospect of a truce slip
through her grasp now.
“Lord Anakazu did not seek to
deceive you! And neither does Lady
Matsu!” Tsanuri found herself shouting
before she had even thought to speak
at all. Blood rushed to her face as the
entire assembly turned to her. What am
I doing?
Silence fell across the room.
I should have let Tsuko speak for
herself. I have no real authority here.
But the betrayal that she felt from
her own clan’s leadership still stung in
her heart. She could sit by and allow
Altansarnai to impugn Lord Arasou
as much as she wanted—and if she took issue with Ujiaki, Tsanuri would happily join in. But
such a brazen insult to her father, even to his memory, was beyond what Tsanuri could stand.
Not now, not when so much of the suffering this marriage treaty had brought upon them both
could be laid at the feet of one manipulative ambassador.
If I’m going to make a scene, I cannot let it be in vain.
She continued. “Lady Matsu’s attack upon Kakita Palace was in fulfillment of the blood feud
between their families, and she captured it justly. Even as the enemy demolished the stronghold
to drive her forces out of it, she took it upon herself to safeguard the lady of the palace, to whom
she had given her vow of protection. I know of no one else who would risk their own life to
defend an enemy lord while escaping a castle that was being destroyed around them. Do you?”
“Do you always allow your yōjimbō to interrupt proceedings like this?” Iuchi Daiyu asked wryly.
“Ikoma Tsanuri is one of our most trusted generals, and she has personally advised me on
this matter.” When she looked to Tsanuri, Matsu Tsuko’s expression hardened. “She speaks the
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truth about my escape from the destruction at Kakita Palace.”
Doji Shizue spoke up. “I did not know we had the honor of speaking with the daughter of
the Ikoma daimyō.”
“Not anymore,” Tsanuri corrected her. The Ikoma are the face of the Lion, her father had
once told her. Indeed, she had seen him and his emissaries speak their minds in foreign courts.
It is our duty to ensure that our clan’s achievements are known and its passion unquestioned.
Yet she had never thought of herself as an Ikoma—she was too reserved for the normal
stereotype of her father’s family, and she had found the Akodo War College much more
comfortable than her father’s court or her mother’s libraries. Yet here she was. And she
surprised herself with how much she had to say. “You may have spared my mother’s life,
Champion Shinjo, but I lost my father the day he was ordered to marry you. You and your
children are not the only ones to have suffered from your arrangement with Lord Ikoma.”
Shizue’s fan, which had been resting comfortably in her lap, shot up to cover her expression.
Tsuko’s eyes widened in surprise, and her lips curled in the hint of a smile. Haruko gasped
audibly, and Daiyu furrowed his brow. Altansarnai frowned, breaking her stony resolve for the
first time.
“My Lady Tsuko comes to you with a request for aid against Ujiaki the Schemer, and
she does not ask alone. For too long have I watched my soldiers die to your swords, by his
manipulations. What damage he has wrought must be stopped and undone. The command
given to Lord Anakazu may have been Arasou’s, but it came with Ujiaki’s seal. If you are
unwilling to join us and strike down the traitor, then the mercy and kindness you showed my
mother was clearly a lie.”
Once again, silence fell upon the assembly, but this time with less severity. The quiet
murmurings of a couple samurai at the edges of the tent hung in the air. Tsanuri met
Altansarnai’s gaze. As the two judged each other, the uncertainty that had been plaguing
Tsanuri since reading Commander Kyōsuke’s records finally fell away. If the Unicorn Champion
refused them now, it was on her head—not Tsanuri’s. Tsanuri had shared the pain she carried
and challenged Altansarnai to respect it.
Haruko looked up to her mother with a questioning look, prompting Altansarnai to speak.
“I am sorry you have unwillingly paid this cost, Ikoma-sama. When I withdrew from the
arrangement to marry your father, I wished to see your mother’s life spared. She helped me see
that the treaty would benefit neither of our peoples. I never sought war between us, but I could
not ignore the violence that greeted my decision.
“Perhaps the justice that arrangement lacked can be found now, without further bloodshed
between us. If Lady Matsu is true to her word,” Altansarnai gave Tsuko a meaningful look, “and
wishes only to find a new path forward for our clans, then I will stand down my troops so that
we may find a less bloody resolution of this conflict.
“And if what you say is true—that Ujiaki has betrayed both our clans by devising the strife
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that has unfolded between us—then I would be glad to aid in his defeat. Let us strike down the
usurper and then discuss what each of us can offer the other in restitution for the damage that
we have inflicted. Ikoma-sama, at least, deserves to be returned to her family and station.”
Matsu Tsuko lowered her head in agreement. “You will find your trust is not misplaced.
I will share what strategies we have devised to march on Otosan Uchi, in case they can be
improved with your forces. And when it is over,” Tsuko glanced up at Tsanuri, “we can see
about restoring what this past year has taken from each of us.”
Tsanuri bowed low to both champions. Before raising her head and returning to her
seat, the young general swallowed the tears that threatened to emerge. Despite Altansarnai’s
mistrust, she would join the Lion in their attack against Ujiaki and Shoju. It would keep
Tsanuri’s soldiers safe from an ambush, and it would strengthen their assault upon the capital.
And, perhaps, when it was all over, she could have a father once again.
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Chapter Four: The Blood of Rokugan
By Josiah “Duke” Harrist

18th Day of the Month of Hida, 1123, outside of Toshi Ranbo

Sunrise cut through grey morning clouds, coloring the snowy fields a brilliant crimson. As
the morning ripened, Lady Sun cast the lines of Crane, Lion, Phoenix, Scorpion, and Unicorn
samurai riding together in a blood-red silhouette before the dour clouds blanketed the scene in
an otherworldly chill. At the head of a
long line of cavalry, Shinjo Altansarnai’s
face was drawn in stony resolve. Faint
lines traced her features, hinting at years
of worry and care. Next to her rode
Ikoma Tsanuri. The delicately molded
barding on Tsanuri’s steed were traced
with frost patterns; how cold the poor
mare—and its rider—seemed to be
without the warm woolen wrappings of
Unicorn riders.
Altansarnai’s mind was foggy from
lack of sleep. The night prior had been
mayhem as two previously warring clans
struggled to realign themselves to fight side by side. And even in the brief hours the Unicorn
Champion had taken to sleep, the revelation of Ikoma Ujiaki’s subterfuge—the impossible
marriage, and the endless, fruitless feud between Lion and Unicorn—had eaten away any rest
or repose. The blood price of Ambassador Ikoma’s conspiracy was beyond reckoning.
Tsanuri shivered, almost imperceptibly, as a cutting breeze tore across the wintry field.
Altansarnai’s heart tightened at the thought of Tsanuri’s mother and her failed suicide attempt,
the mock marriage arrangement; the entire bloody feud had been orchestrated by Ambassador
Ikoma. There would be time to mend and heal later, but not until Ujiaki paid for his perfidy.
Perhaps she could at least take Tsanuri’s mind off the intense cold. Altansarnai’s breath
manifested as a cloud as she broke the silence.
“I met an Ujik sage once. Living in a barren hovel out on the steppe, on the brink of starvation.
Surrounded by animal furs and filth. The old man was thinner than parchment, but he invited me
in, poured me a cup of watery broth, and told me he was the wealthiest man in the world.”
Tsanuri turned slightly, curious.
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“‘What, pray tell, is your wealth?’ I asked him. He drained his broth and said, ‘Each day,
Lady Sun shows me the animal I will eat, and the wind bears my arrows true. Every night, even
in deep midwinter, I feast.’
“I drank one bowl of his broth, and he pointed to the mountains lit by the sunrise. ‘Lady Sun
gives me gold,’ he said. A flock of birds nested on his roof, and he addressed them as his servants.
“It was then that I began to feel the effects of the broth he gave me.” Altansarnai’s expression
broke into wry smile. Tsanuri chuckled.
“For all intents and purposes, I did enjoy a feast in the company of the lord of his home,
with all his subjects in attendance. And although the winter was even more bitter than this one,
the mountains were bathed in gold.” Altansarnai took a breath. Her warmth spilled out in a
cloud, dancing like kami taking a thousand forms. “I suppose that a thing is as much how it is
perceived as it is itself.”
Ikoma Tsanuri’s lips pursed. For a moment, Altansarnai saw something familiar in the
general’s affect: like Haruko, she was a devoted daughter, sincere and noble, a successor to
one of the great families of Rokugan. The young Lion’s keen eyes darted to and fro, searching
for any threat ahead. The crunch of hooves in the thick, feathery snow filled the silence that
stretched between them. Altansarnai reflected on the Lion general’s blithe confessions several
days prior, then chose to respond in kind.
“The fields of Rokugan will always be stained with the blood of our people,” said the
Unicorn. “I did what I had to for the Unicorn, as you have done for the Lion—”
“All that we did was in service to Ujiaki’s plans,” Tsanuri broke in. Her expression twisted
in a look of pain as she guided her steed over a rocky outcropping, cresting a low hill that
overlooked miles of empty snow. The clouds hung like a pall over the bleak landscape.
“We have no need to mix the blood of the Unicorn and Lion in marriage; the blood of our
clans has mixed in the soil beneath our feet,” Tsanuri continued. “Duty has brought us death,
Champion Shinjo. What we need now is justice.”
“Upon that, we are agreed,” Altansarnai’s tone was cold as ice. Her hands gripped the reins of
her horse tightly. “Ikoma Ujiaki will pay a thousand times over for the misery he has wrought.”
When she looked into the general’s eyes again, she saw Tsanuri’s clear-eyed resolve. The
Lion brushed a tear from her cheek and smiled at Altansarnai, who returned it in kind. Perhaps
this was the kinship their families had always been fated to share, allied against a common foe.
The pair looked back to the cadre of samurai arrayed behind them. A Lion commander
had pulled his mempō down to break into uproarious laughter, and was joined by several of
his subordinates. Their mirth was broken by a shout as Utaku Kamoko rode up alongside the
laughing man, her eyes hot with anger.
“You have the gall to show yourself in the company of the Unicorn?” Kamoko seethed. It
was then that Altansarnai recognized the Lion commander: Matsu Agetoki, the man who had
pillaged Kamoko’s home. The battle maiden’s hand rested on her sword’s pommel as she fought
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her rage. Altansarnai clenched her jaw as she prepared to intervene.
“Stand down, General Utaku,” came a clear, strong voice. A samurai bedecked in brilliant
blue livery rode confidently through the lines of cavalry to come between the Lion and the
Unicorn. Removing his helmet, Doji Kuwanan cut between the two, his cool brown eyes the
only source of calm amidst the storm of emotion. “If you wish to settle your grievances with
this man, you may do so in the appropriate time and place. But this is not that time nor is it the
place.” The Crane noble nodded to Tsanuri and Altansarnai.
The Unicorn Champion looked to the Lion and Crane champions, and all the heroes behind
them, who would ride into battle with her. Doji Hotaru gazed confidently at the head of a line
of Crane elite soldiers, full of cool resolve. Altansarnai’s own children, Yasamura and Haruko,
met her gaze, unflinching. In that moment, she felt herself the mother of all these young
hopefuls, once set against each other by the acrimony of old wounds.
“Old wounds do not bleed,” Altansarnai shouted to their small army. “Though they may
ache for generations. Today, let us set aside the past to strike at our true foe.”
The truth had broken like the sun through the clouds of war. Their true adversary was
ahead, in Otosan Uchi. Ikoma Ujiaki would pay for his cruel machinations, as would Bayushi
Shoju for his corruption. She saw the eyes of her riders alight.
“We ride for Rokugan!”
5th Day of the Month of Togashi, 1123, alongside the River of the Sun

As the army crossed a small, frozen river to the snowy fields outside Otosan Uchi, a cadre
of mounted samurai came into view. The Army of the Rising Wave was arrayed in a narrow
crescent outside the imposing profile of the Imperial City. A serpentine tendril of smoke rose
over the sloped roofs and faded glory of
the pagodas; something inside the city
was burning, but what? The Miwaku
Kabe—the Enchanted Wall—girding
the innermost city seemed to ripple and
shimmer like a mirage. As the small
army approached, a messenger rode out
on horseback to meet them, bearing the
sigil of the Dragon Clan. After a brief
parley, Altansarnai, Tsanuri, and Matsu
Tsuko rode out over the frozen plain to
meet Mirumoto Hitomi in the Dragon
army’s camp.
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The Dragon general’s face was a grim mask as she appraised them each, in turn, in the cool
interior of her tent.
“Your arrival is most fortunate,” Hitomi spoke in a low growl. “I am relieved to see that only
a portion of the Lion sided with Shoju, and that the Unicorn have brought their muster.”
This was only part of her clan’s muster, but Altansarnai did not need to correct the Dragon.
“Our purpose is far more dire than it first seemed. Bayushi Shoju promised to unleash
the horrors beyond the Carpenter Wall, and has somehow delivered on his promise. We have
received word from the Crab that Hida Kisada has fallen, and Akuma no Oni’s horde marches
across their provinces with the discipline of a well-trained army.”
The words hung like a stench in the air. Altansarnai looked to her companions and saw
dread written upon their faces. Her own stomach ached, as though a snake had coiled in her
belly. Hitomi exhaled, then went on.
“Shoju must be defeated at all costs, otherwise he shall surely add his forces to the armies of
the Shadowlands.”
“We understand,” Matsu Tsuko intoned. The rest of them nodded as she continued.
“Bayushi Shoju poses a grave threat to the Emerald Empire. For the good of Rokugan, we will
slay his Legionnaires before they can debase themselves further.”
“The task is dire,” Hitomi responded. “As long as the wall’s enchantments hold strong, there
is not an army under the sun that could possibly breach the city.”
“We should starve them out,” Altansarnai said coldly. “We can order ships to blockade their
port of entry. They will have no choice but to meet us on the open field.”
The suggestion of a smile tugged at Hitomi’s angular features. “Chancellor Kakita Yoshi has
already sent word to the Crane and Phoenix navies. And a gentle suggestion has been sent to
the Tortoise to patrol the outer waters for opportunists who might slip through.”
Altansarnai’s eyes strayed to a large table in the center of the tent, where symbols for the
enemy and friendly forces were arranged in a crescent around the stronghold. At the edge of
the board, the golden and violet pieces of the Unicorn and Lion armies were piled; the Dragon
had not known if they were friend or foe.
“We greatly outnumber them. If we can overwhelm the ambassador’s forces and breach the
Enchanted Wall, perhaps we may stop Shoju himself,” said Tsuko.
Altansarnai clenched her hands into fists. Ujiaki had not simply betrayed clan and code for
the regent’s power: he had sided against Rokugan itself, allied himself with a man who served
the Shadowlands. The Unicorn Champion strode to the war room table and stared intently at
the figure bearing Ujiaki’s name, standing blithely before a carved facsimile of the wall. The
very soul of Rokugan was in the balance.
“The Miwaku Kabe was built to keep the Forbidden City safe. Legends tell of a mysterious
and grave calamity that befalls any who would besiege the city.” Tsuko stood next to Altansarnai
and placed one finger upon the pointed top of Otosan Uchi.
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The nameless menace of the wall fixed itself in Altansarnai’s mind. She thought of her own
children, and of their future in this fractured empire. If she died, would they have the strength
to carry on in her stead? And if they lost this battle, would the Emerald Empire continue to
exist? Would any of her clan ride free under the eye-blue sky ever again?
“The Unicorn have traveled far and wide,” the Unicorn Champion said. “We do not fear
the unknown; we try to understand it. And so, we forge our own path. It is our differences
that make us strong. Much as the Lion draw strength from their virtue, and the Dragon their
wisdom.” She looked to Hitomi, who smiled openly for the first time.
“If we stand united, we shall not fail.”
12th Day of the Month of Togashi, 1123, Otosan Uchi

A week had passed. The monolithic wall towered over the outer districts, shimmering and
rippling as the armies of the Great Clans assembled like a noose around Ikoma’s neck. The curl
of smoke they had seen rising over the capital city had not stopped burning.
Altansarnai’s heart swelled as she
surveyed their army: the regal Shiba
Katsuda, resplendent in the finery of
the Phoenix; the ethereal Doji Hotaru
and her brother Kuwanan, blades
gleaming in the noonday sun; the
former Master of Earth once known
as Isawa Rujo, now stripped of sign or
sigil; and Bayushi Yojiro at the head
of the faceless muster of the Scorpion
clan; where Hitomi should have been,
Mirumoto Raitsugu stood proudly
before the monks and warriors of the
Army of the Rising Wave, who were
poised and ready like the force of water behind a dam, waiting to break.
“All has gone according to plan. Perhaps too easily,” said Tsuko as she brought her horse
alongside Altansarnai and Tsanuri.
“Do you suspect a trap?”
“I expect one,” Tsuko replied. “Ujiaki seems almost to beg for defeat. With our forces
combined, we outnumber the Imperial Army ten to one, yet Bayushi Yojiro’s scouts reported he
ordered all forces outside the Enchanted Wall.”
“It is more than folly—it is suicide.” Tsanuri’s amber eyes seemed to glow gold in the
morning light. The sun had crested the low cloud cover, glinting off the Lion’s tawny armor.
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“He has chosen a good day to die,” said Altansarnai.
To her left, Yasamura and Haruko sat astride their own steeds, faces drawn. In a single
moment, Altansarnai remembered holding Haruko for the first time, how her tiny fist closed
around her thumb, her eyes shut. And then Yasamura, crying in the mud after scraping his
knee. Cold nights curled up together for warmth. She wished she could dwell in each moment,
gather her children to herself again, keep them safe in memory.
Haruko had grown tall and fierce, and would die honorably someday, serving her clan.
Yasamura was sharp and angular, and like his mother, would also die for his clan if need be.
There was still hope. Her youngest son, Shono, would take what he had learned far across
the Burning Sands to lead in her stead, should she fall in battle. And, barring his return,
Altansarnai allowed herself to hope that Iuchi Shahai might be quietly allowed to return, for
Daiyu’s sake. One fine sunny day, perhaps, they would all be reunited.
Altansarnai turned to those of her children who were with her now. “Fight bravely. Carve
your own path. No matter the outcome, I will always be with you.”
Her son wiped a tear from his face. Her daughter gave a grim smile. Their forces stood at
the western edge of Otosan Uchi, where across the field, Imperial forces had mustered. A cold
wintry wind blew from the north, carrying the menace of snow and ice. There was nothing
more to say. Altansarnai looked to her companions, then flashed her war fan for the signal.
Overhead, a black-winged crow circled and let out a mordant caw. At that same moment,
Tsanuri let out a loud bellow.
“Charge!”
A flurry of movement. The weight of a hundred horses trampled fresh-fallen snow. All silence
and anticipation ceased, became the present. Across the battlefield, a unit of swift cavalry charged
through a wall of foot soldiers, darting across the field in a blur of green and gold.
Before their forces were within striking distance, a wave of enemy arrows blackened the
sky. A whorl of current rushed around their ears as Phoenix shugenja entreated the kami,
who swept the arrows aside as if by calligraphy brush. Arrows clattered noisily on helmets
and armor, harmless. And then, at the vanguard, the cavalry clashed. Altansarnai watched her
vassals pass her, holding their curved blades out to mete death upon the Imperial Legions.
Moto warriors let out a long, ululating Ujik battle cry, while the Utaku Battle Maidens rode
forth in fearsome silence.
Holding up an eyeglass, Altansarnai watched lines of Imperial foot soldiers march steadily
out from the capital. In the midst of them, perched upon a tawny steed, was General Ikoma
Ujiaki. In his hand, he held a metal fan that glinted dully in the watery light.
“The scouts spoke true. The ambassador is situated at the heart of his army, directing their
movements,” Altansarnai barked at Tsuko. To the north, Lion cavalry clashed with Imperial
ashigaru, supported on either side by the tattooed monks of the Army of the Rising Wave, their
arms and bare chests glowing with luminous energy. Another volley of arrows launched and
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were batted aside by friendly shugenja. Several of the Lion cavalry were struck, their riders
tossed from their saddles, by a half dozen Legionnaires wielding heavy iron tetsubō. The thick
iron clubs dipped in and out of the waves of soldiers like paddles in a river, sending warriors
flying in their wake.
“Press on!” Altansarnai shouted into
the din. She urged her horse into the
fray, then leapt from the saddle in front
of one of the bushi, whose tetsubō was
embedded in the back of a fallen Dragon
warrior. In a swift slash, Altansarnai
felled him, then cleaved the helmet of
another warrior in two. A backward
swing from another tetsubō knocked her
breath out, and she tumbled back into
the mix of mud and snow as a warrior
approached, their mempō painted with
a rictus grin. The bushi brandished their
tetsubō over their head to mete out death.
“Champion Shinjo! To me!” came a voice. Unthinking, Altansarnai rolled in the direction of
the sound. A slash, then a gurgling cry. She looked up to see Doji Kuwanan wipe his blade clean.
Suddenly, the skin on her neck prickled. Beyond the Imperial Army, the west side of the
Enchanted Wall shimmered, and the very ground seemed to groan as if under a terrible weight.
A sudden sound of voices—barely perceptible, but growing stronger—rose like the sound of
the whispering tide as an oily, black mass pooled on the face of the Miwaku Kabe. The sound
of voices grew silent, overtaken by a mordant wail. Altansarnai felt the skin on her neck
prickle with fear as the dark shape grew heavy and tumbled down to envelop the outer city and
surrounding battlefield. As the darkness overtook knots of skirmishing cavalry and bushi, blue
lights danced in the murk.
The wind was sucked from Altansarnai’s mouth, as if the wall itself had drawn a sharp
breath. All around her, shouts of consternation turned to screams as phantom forms emerged
from the ground: clawed, spindly arms digging out of the muck, followed by ghastly, hollow
faces. Out of the earth between her and Doji Kuwanan, a three-eyed monstrosity with a broad
forehead and clacking jaws erupted from beneath a pile of snow, wreathed in an iridescent blue
film. Altansarnai felt her blood run cold; Ujiaki had bent the kami of the wall to his will. The
blue lights dancing in the distance were an army of undead servants: ultimate proof of Shoju’s
alliance with the Shadowlands.
All became chaos. A stone’s throw away, Ikoma Tsanuri and Matsu Tsuko plunged into
the tumult as undead servants beset their forces with tooth and claw, devouring the fallen
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with reckless abandon. Samurai locked in combat were blindsided by ancient, crude weapons
wielded by phantoms with misshapen heads and sightless eyes. In a moment of panic,
Altansarnai scanned the battlefield for her children, but could not see them.
Next to her, the heir to the Crane Clan drew a sharp breath. “We must be brave.” Doji
Kuwanan flashed a smile.
Nearby, Kakita Toshimoko launched himself, faster than the wind, at a line of advancing
soldiers. The duelist’s blade moved so quickly it was almost invisible.
The pair waded through the tempest as another volley of arrows flew out from the Imperial
forces. This time, the combined army had no shugenja nearby to bat them aside. Kuwanan and
Altansarnai both dove for cover behind a fallen horse, its former rider slack-jawed in a look of dead
shock. Altansarnai searched every fallen Unicorn, every empty face, for her children’s likeness.
An inhuman roar resounded through the pall of battle. The pair advanced to see Matsu
Tsuko struggling valiantly against a hulking oni that flickered with blue light. The oni was
tall, perhaps the height of three warriors, with a long, furred body and an equine face rotted
through to expose a ghastly white skull underneath. It champed its teeth, then snapped at the
Lion commander. Altansarnai’s pulse stopped. Just then, the light of Lady Sun caught a familiar
metallic glimmer in the corner of her eye: General Ujiaki was not far to the south, twirling a
metal fan. The Unicorn Champion felt her heart pulled in two directions as she watched Tsuko
struggle against the oni. The weight of their task bore down upon her.
“We must reach Ujiaki at all costs,” Altansarnai commanded.
Kuwanan nodded, but there was a silent conflict written in his deep brown eyes.
“Go to him. I have something I must do.”
The moment was fleeting; there was no time for hesitation. Altansarnai bade the Crane
farewell, then headed south.
Unleashing a hoarse whinny, the massive oni reared back and stamped at Tsuko, who deftly
feinted, losing her magnificently plumed helmet in the process. The weight of the oni’s hoof
crushed the helmet as it bore down on the Lion commander. The phantom charged again at the
warrior, who sluggishly dove for cover.
Doji Kuwanan drew his blade, then charged for the oni. The swordsman’s form was as fierce
as a Lion’s as he struck a dire cut to the phantom’s right flank. Instead of blood, inky darkness
spilled forth to sour the earth, stinking of death. Its ire drawn, the demon whirled around to
face Kuwanan, its face stuck in a perpetual grimace. Nightmarish red light shone through one
empty eye socket; the other eye leered, bloodshot, down at the Crane warrior.
“Tsuko, flee! You spared my life once; now it is my turn to repay the favor!” Kuwanan
shouted to Tsuko, who clutched her side. The massive beast had torn a gaping rent in her
chestplate.
The oni let out a gut-wrenching howl. A cacophony of voices rose, whispering like the
denizens of Jigoku, and the beast charged at Doji Kuwanan. Altansarnai, who had turned
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briefly to watch the struggle, gasped and looked away as the Crane was trodden under the
oni’s massive hoof. When she looked back, a mass of phantom creatures had swarmed what
remained of the samurai’s body.
There was no time to mourn his loss. Her prey was on the move. Another flicker from
Ujiaki’s fan told her he had moved farther south. Altansarnai mounted a fallen soldier’s horse
and urged it forward, over piled corpses and blood-soaked snowdrifts, toward the traitorous
ambassador. Arrows whistled past her as another volley descended. Around her, the battlefield
was in complete disarray—both Imperial and friendly samurai lay, dead or dying, pierced
through with arrows, cut by blades, or slashed through by the phantom horde. The Unicorn
Champion thought she saw her daughter Haruko among them, but when she looked again it
was only a trick of the light.
Cresting a hill, she found a skirmish in motion: soldiers locked in combat, archers firing
blindly into the fray, heavy cavalry cutting through wave upon wave of ashigaru. A whistling
screech from an oni pierced the din. It took a moment for Altansarnai to make sense of the
tangle of bodies locked in combat: the soldiers fighting each other all wore the emerald armor
of Imperial forces. Utter chaos seemed to have taken hold.
A hollow voice rang in her ears.
“You are deceived, my fellow Lion! Shoju has allied himself with the evils of the Shadowlands!”
It took a moment for the Unicorn
Champion to place the voice, and
to see where it originated: Akodo
Arasou, fallen Lion Champion, stood
in the midst of the fray. The apparition
was swathed in beryl iridescence,
flickering and flashing like a silhouette
behind a paper wall, but the voice was
unmistakably his.
“To me, Lion samurai! I, Akodo
Arasou, exhort you to defend the
reputation of the Lion Clan. Fight for
your families. Fight for your honor.
Fight for Rokugan itself!”
Mired in a tangle of warring soldiers was Ikoma Ujiaki, red-faced and blustering. As the
ambassador snapped his fan with one hand, another roar echoed across the battlefield from the oni.
Sensing her opportunity, Altansarnai urged her steed into battle. As if guided by the kami
of the winds, the horse cleaved like a bolt from a crossbow across feuding soldiers, past the
glowing apparition, and carried her to the feet of Ikoma Ujiaki himself. Altansarnai cut two
ashigaru down to make way. Ujiaki sat astride a massive warhorse, resplendent in his leonine
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beard and golden regalia. His voice was hoarse from shouting, and his cheeks were flushed.
Upon seeing the Unicorn Champion, he let out a raspy roar and pointed his fan imperiously in
her direction. It flashed in the sun. In that moment, Altansarnai and her blade were one: with a
swift motion, she struck at his outstretched arm and cut it cleanly off.
Howling, Ujiaki looked pleadingly at her. The color drained from his face. Altansarnai
picked up his fan and surveyed the field. The undead horde had vanished. Immediately, the
clash of battle quieted around them.
“Ambassador Ikoma Ujiaki,” Altansarnai raised her curved blade to his throat. “I demand
that you declare your defeat.”
The ambassador’s noble face was saturated with fear. A bead of sweat trickled down his
brow as he nodded gravely. Clutching the stump of his arm, he struggled to dismount his
warhorse, and stood in submission before her, head bowed. The sound of sheathed blades and
dropped weapons issued around them as soldiers witnessed the surrender.
“Ikoma Ujiaki, you have brokered war and deceit, and allied yourself with the agents of the
Shadowlands,” the Unicorn Champion said. The words themselves tasted bitter on her lips.
“What do you have to say for yourself?”
The traitor wept openly, blood staining the fabric of his dusky kimono. Lines of worry and
care traced his face, and his brow was knotted in a look of contrition.
“Champion Shinjo, I beg your mercy. For I have been deceived.”
The general pointed to a slender young woman bedecked in the armor of the Imperial Legions.
“When Commander Kitsu Chiemi called the spirit of Akodo Arasou, he spoke the truth to
me and my armies. I did not know the depths to which Bayushi Shoju would go to deceive me
and the Imperial forces.”
A hacking cough. Ujiaki looked pleadingly at Shinjo Altansarnai, his hazel eyes brimming
with tears. Altansarnai’s chest tightened as she looked upon the ruin of this once-proud man.
Her eyes strayed to the Kitsu, whose face was drawn in concentration. The ghost of Champion
Arasou continued to bray in the din, exhorting Lion and Imperial forces to put down arms.
“You claim to be ignorant of Shoju’s alliance when you loosed the ghosts of the
Shadowlands on this battlefield. Do you take me for a fool?”
“Those spirits were bonded to the wall from its creation!” Ujiaki exclaimed. “To its very
stones. I merely—”
Altansarnai raised one hand to cut him off. “Even if what you say is true, Ujiaki, you have
betrayed your duty to your clan, to the Emperor, to Rokugan itself. You have schemed and
manipulated—” At this, Altansarnai paused for a moment. She thought of her wedding that
might have been, the impossible choice. Tsanuri’s mother, pleading and broken. Even in his
supplication, she saw in Ujiaki’s bearing an utter lack of conviction. There was only animal
desperation, unyielding hunger, and naked ambition.
“You have disgraced yourself and your family, and put all of Rokugan in grave danger,”
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Altansarnai said. “The greatest mercy I can offer you is a dignified death.”
A dreadful silence. A snowflake drifted on a stray breeze and landed on the general’s beard,
followed by many more. A heavy, ashen snow began to fall around them, muffling the battle
with a preternatural calm.
“Champion, you do not understand. Shoju bewitched me. The duplicitous Scorpion forced
my hand: I was compelled to act against my will!”
The snow fell upon friend and foe alike, burying the horrors of war in pure white.
Altansarnai’s heart was cold.
“Draw your wakizashi and ready yourself.”
Seeing that his pleas fell on deaf ears, the general’s expression turned to rage. With his
remaining hand, Ujiaki drew his short sword. Hot breath billowed out like smoke in front of
him as he drank the winter air.
“I should have known better than to reason with a Unicorn,” he seethed.
Shinjo Altansarnai saw the flash of predatory inspiration cross Ujiaki’s face as he darted
at her and stabbed at her torso. She stepped lightly to the side, then swung her scimitar with
deadly precision.
“Let the snow bury your lies,” she spoke as his body slumped forward. Her part was done.
Blood bloomed through the blanket of snow.
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Chapter Five: For the Empire
By Marie Brennan

12th Day of the Month of Togashi, 1123, within the Forbidden City

Mirumoto Hitomi would have preferred to be working only with Seppun Ishikawa. If he could
get out of Otosan Uchi in the midst of a battle, then he was the ideal person to get back in
under the same conditions. While the forces that had assembled to bring down the traitors
made a very large distraction, a small party had a hope of slipping in unnoticed—which meant
that any defenses around the palace might be less ready for them. And Ishikawa knew not just
the streets and public gates, but the alleys and side portals. After all, anyone whose duty was to
protect the Emperor ought to know every route by which someone could sneak in.
Not that he’d done a very good job with his duty. But Hitomi couldn’t really despise him for
that, given that the Dragon Clan Champion had sent her here to protect the prince. Togashi
Mitsu might have thought that referred to Daisetsu, but the coup had made it clear: her
champion had meant for her to protect
Sotorii. A task she had comprehensively
failed. And it wasn’t fair to get angry at
Ishikawa just so she wouldn’t have to be
angry at herself—for that mistake, and
so many others.
Ishikawa was fine. Getting to their
target, though, required more than just
a guardsman’s knowledge of the palace.
It required someone who knew how to
exploit every weakness in the defenses,
every person who could be bribed, every
routine that left a gap.
It required Bayushi Kachiko.
Hitomi couldn’t decide whether to admire the woman, spit on her, or both. Nothing of the
elegant Imperial Advisor could be found in the woman currently leading her and Ishikawa
through a concealed corridor of the Forbidden City. Her kimono was the simple cotton of the
servants who usually frequented these routes, her hair bound up under the sort of kerchief a
washer-woman might wear. Her skin was pocked with a few old scars, her face thinner, her
eyes shadowed with exhaustion that was only partly false. Not a notably ugly woman, just…
unremarkable. And the last thing anyone expected Kachiko to be was unremarkable.
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To disguise oneself like that was despicable. To serve the Empire without concern for
one’s self was laudable. The question of how to weigh those two things against one another
was something Hitomi could wrestle with later. For now, she accepted, with gritted teeth, that
doing what needed to be done meant working not only with Ishikawa but with Kachiko—and
dressing in borrowed armor and sneaking through servants’ corridors like a damned shinobi
while she was at it.
This was the only way to make up for one of her many mistakes.
I should have killed Shoju when I had the chance.
The ashigaru had just finished strapping Hitomi into her armor when Bayushi Yojiro entered.
“Make it quick,” she snapped, before remembering Yojiro was the Scorpion Clan Champion
now. But there was little time for niceties when what remained of the Army of the Rising Wave
was preparing for battle.
He didn’t comment on her rudeness. “Mirumoto-san. I apologize for the interruption, but there
is someone you need to speak with before you go. Privately.”
She waved the ashigaru out and waited while Yojiro brought two hooded figures in. Hitomi
assumed they were Scorpion spies, bearing some useful intelligence. And maybe the taller one was;
she recognized him from Otosan Uchi. Bayushi no Sentaki Yūgiri, one of Kachiko’s creatures.
But the shorter one was Shoju’s son.
They’d lost him in the chaos, when Shoju’s forces drove the Dragon from their guest house. The
last thing she’d expected was to see him again. Had Shoju sent Dairu to bargain? Did he think her
heart would falter a second time at the sight of the boy?
Dairu sank to his knees in front of her. “Mirumoto Hitomi-sama. I have come to beg you to
stop my father.”
The passage they were following was narrow and walled with solid wooden panels, not the
beautifully painted screens of the public areas. Fighting in here would be difficult, if someone
found their little group. Hitomi had braced for Shadowlands monstrosities. But so far, nothing.
Kachiko stopped at a point that looked no different from any other and pressed her ear to
the wood. Then her hands did something Hitomi could not see, and the wall opened onto the
room beyond. How many such hidden portals were there in the palace? How many secrets did
the Scorpion hold? Too many—but these secrets were what had permitted them to slip through
nearly unnoticed, while the battle raged in the city outside.
It felt too easy. And even as Hitomi thought that, Kachiko murmured, “I don’t trust this.”
“If you know about these,” Ishikawa said in a low voice, “then surely the usurper does as well.”
Kachiko nodded. “He could have guarded them. That he hasn’t done so…means he wants us
to get in. It somehow suits his plan.”
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They’d worried about all manner of complications: Shoju setting fire to the palace, Shoju
summoning oni, Shoju slaughtering people by the hundreds in some dark ritual to keep his
attackers out. The whole point of their stealthy trio was to slip in without him noticing and
making such extreme moves.
Instead, they’d played into his hands.
“Perhaps he’s left the palace. Or even the city.” Ishikawa scowled. “Fleeing like a coward. Or
going to join up with the Shadowlands forces.”
“Or,” Kachiko said, “he’s still here, and he’s lying in wait.”
Hitomi was tired of trying to follow the twists and turns of Scorpion logic. There was an old
story about a Togashi monk who spent three years contemplating an intricately knotted rope,
trying to figure out how to loose it. Then one day a Mirumoto bushi passed by and, hearing the
monk’s tale, simply drew his wakizashi and cut the knot apart.
Trickery and plotting had gotten the Empire into this disaster. Maybe what it needed was a
clean swing of the sword to get out.
“He can plan all he wants,” she said, touching the blades at her side. “We’ll see how that fares
against steel.”
Kachiko’s gaze followed Hitomi’s hand and her jaw tightened, but she said nothing.
“Yūgiri-san helped me escape,” Dairu
said. “And he helped me take this.” From
beneath his cloak he produced a sheathed,
straight-bladed sword.
It looked ancient, and sinister. The
wood of its sheath was a red so dark
it almost touched black; the cords that
wrapped it were brighter, the red of fresh
blood, interlaced with bronze. Hitomi
stared at it, not understanding, until
Yojiro spoke quietly. “This is Itsuwari. The
ancestral sword of the Scorpion Clan. By
tradition, it is supposed to strike down the
Champion if he ever betrays the Empire.”
Dairu presented the sword in both hands, bowing until his face touched the ground.
“Mirumoto-sama. I humbly request that you take this sword…and use it to kill my father.”
They found Shoju’s trap outside the throne room.
Ishikawa risked a swift glance around the imposing pillar that concealed their group. His
curse went no farther than their ears, but was impressive for its foulness. “Shosuro Ibuki,” he
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breathed. “And two others I don’t recognize.”
When he described them, Kachiko looked like she wanted to echo Ishikawa’s curse. “Yogo
Itogu and Soshi Angai. Wardmaster and illusionist,” she murmured. “And Ibuki is better with a
sword than she lets on.”
“Then we will have to be quick,” Hitomi said grimly, reaching for her blades. Not mine, she
reminded herself. The wakizashi, yes—but she was only a temporary bearer for Itsuwari. The
hand of justice, striking down the traitor. Too late to help Sotorii . . . but late was better than
giving up.
Kachiko’s eyes narrowed, and she put one hand out to stop Hitomi from drawing. Did she
not have the stomach for blood? If she thought she could protect her clanmates from the fate
they’d earned—
“I have an idea,” Kachiko said. Her gaze swept first over Ishikawa, then over Hitomi in her
plain, borrowed armor. “But…it requires you to trust me.”
Hitomi almost laughed in her face. Trust Kachiko? She might not be the blasphemous
traitor Shoju was, but she was a quintessential Scorpion. Hitomi wouldn’t put it past her to have
lured them both here for—
For what? Their deaths? She could have accomplished that easily, half a dozen times before now.
Through gritted teeth, Ishikawa asked, “What do you need?”
“Itsuwari,” Kachiko said, holding Hitomi’s gaze. “And your willingness to bend your neck,
Ishikawa.”
She got the latter before the former, but in the end, they went with Kachiko’s plan. A
moment later, she strode around the pillar toward her three clanmates, brandishing Itsuwari
high. “I am Bayushi Kachiko, and I have regained our stolen ancestral sword! Along with a
prisoner my husband will want to see.”
Ishikawa stumbled in her wake with his hands behind his back, Hitomi shoving him along
and trying to keep his greater height between her and the three Scorpion guards. The edge of
her conical helmet partially obscured her face, but she couldn’t duck her chin too far without
looking suspicious. Besides, staying behind him helped conceal the fact that she held Ishikawa’s
katana, ready for him to seize it if the ploy failed.
The swordswoman—Shosuro Ibuki, Hitomi presumed—was questioning Kachiko and
getting an imperious flood of lies in return, something about Kachiko infiltrating the enemy at
Shoju’s orders so as to inform him on their movements. The wardmaster was eyeing Ishikawa
with suspicion and craning his neck to see past the man to where Hitomi stood.
If the ploy fails? That was optimistic. And while attacking mid-conversation was
contemptible…it was also better than letting the enemy strike first.
For the Empire.
Hitomi shoved Ishikawa’s blade into his hands and snatched out her wakizashi. “Kachiko!”
Kachiko’s empty hand suddenly held a knife, flashing across the illusionist’s throat as she
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lunged forward. Ishikawa jabbed the sheathed end of his katana into Ibuki’s eye, buying himself
time to draw. Hitomi, armed with only her wakizashi, grimly set her feet to launch herself at the
wardmaster—
Only to catch Itsuwari instead, as
Kachiko threw it at her. “Go!” Kachiko
shouted.
And Hitomi went. Through the
doors of the throne room, kicking them
shut behind her—leaving Kachiko and
Ishikawa to fight for their lives, and
maybe to die, but they’d all known that
might be the price when they came into
the city. Hitomi herself might be about
to die this instant, because someone had
just dropped the bar across the doors,
sealing her into the throne room, and
sealing her allies out.
From his arrogant seat on the throne, Bayushi Shoju said, “I’ll admit, I didn’t expect you.”
“I’m not even a Scorpion.”
Dairu was still kneeling, his arms trembling as he held the sword out. Yojiro said, “Clearly not.
But you are a skilled enough swordswoman to defeat the usurper.”
Hitomi bit down on the urge to ask if he’d lost his wits. “Doesn’t the Scorpion Clan have any
skilled bushi? Ones not loyal to that blasphemer?”
A choked sound came from Dairu. When he lifted his face, she saw the bright trail of a tear
down one cheek. “For what he’s done, my father should be strung up in the Traitor’s Grove. But—”
Dairu was fighting to hold his composure, and slowly, inevitably, he was losing. “Mirumotosama…I love my father. Despite everything he’s done, I love him. I don’t want his soul denied
rebirth, tortured for eternity in a tree. Any Scorpion who could defeat him would try to drag him
to the Grove. Please. He has to be stopped, and you are the only person who can kill him—the only
person who will. Please!”
Dairu bowed once more, hiding his face, but Hitomi could see his shoulders trembling with
suppressed sobs. When she looked at Yojiro, he nodded.
She knelt, bowed, and took the sword.
Hitomi’s gaze raked the throne room. All she saw was Shoju on the throne and one elderly
courtier, the one who’d dropped the bar across the doors. Knowing the Scorpion, he was
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probably an assassin—but he backed away and knelt beside the wall. And Shoju laughed.
“No one will interfere,” the usurper said. “Do you think I need minions to defend me, when
I command the might of Jigoku? I know my wife well. While an army keeps Ujiaki busy, of
course she slips in with a small group for a targeted strike.” He sighed heavily. The worst thing
about that sigh was, it sounded sincere. “If only she and I had been in better accord. Shared the
same goals, communicated with one another more clearly. Who knows what the Empire might
have become, then?”
“No amount of talking would have persuaded her to your blasphemy,” Hitomi growled,
stalking forward. Her heart raced, but her hands were steady. She’d stayed her blades once, for
Dairu’s sake… But even the son had turned against the father. “You don’t deserve the love and
loyalty of those around you. The Emperor trusted you. You are no scorpion; you are a spider,
tangling everyone in your web and poisoning them with your evil.”
Shoju rose to his feet. “Yes,” he said, his voice grating like stone against stone. “The Emperor
trusted me—his greatest mistake. I serve another master now.”
He wore a sword at his side, and drew it with theatrical slowness. “I will take great
enjoyment in defeating you. And once I have done so, your blood will feed—”
Hitomi didn’t let him finish. She charged, with Sotorii’s name as her war cry.
Shoju met her charge as if he’d expected it. She knew his reputation: a withered arm, made
strong by magic, and he’d mastered the sword as if in defiance of that weakness. But how often
had he sparred against Sumiko, or anyone else trained in the niten style? Would he be prepared
for the whirlwind that was two blades attacking at once?
The answer, damnably, seemed to be yes. Hitomi’s wakizashi slapped his thrust down and to
the side while Itsuwari cut at his neck, but he dodged with astonishing speed. She pressed him
hard, driving him off the dais and across the floor, yet his single blade had an answer for every
move of her two. Was this Jigoku’s hand at work, granting him speed and strength?
She shouldn’t have let thoughts like that distract her. And she shouldn’t have assumed that
just because he held only one blade, he couldn’t present two threats.
Powder flew into her eyes, blinding her. A jarring thud knocked her wakizashi from her left
hand; then Shoju seized her right in a crushing grip. “This is Itsuwari,” he snarled, so close she
felt the spittle that escaped his mask. “No Dragon deserves to bear it.”
Hitomi’s vision cleared just in time for her to block Shoju’s descending arm before his
katana could strike. She hooked her foot behind his, trying to trip him and failing; when he
broke free of her grip, she clawed at his mask, thrusting her nails at his eyes. Shoju released her,
but her fingers caught the mask’s edge and tore it from his face.
She hurled it at him, gaining an opening to leap back and reclaim her fallen wakizashi. “And
you don’t deserve that mask,” she spat. “The Scorpion may be dishonorable, but always for the
Empire. You have betrayed every principle they hold dear.”
Robbed of its concealment, Shoju’s face gave everything away. Beneath that snarling, diabolical
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mask…he was just a man. One who had thrown away everything of value: his duty, his integrity,
his clan and his kin. All the inner fire that gave strength to the true warrior’s spirit and flesh.
Without that, he was nothing.
Hitomi had her honor, and her
wakizashi. She had her fury, and
Itsuwari. Two blades, working as one,
weaving a net of steel that Shoju could
not escape. He retreated again and again,
backing toward the dais and the throne
he had profaned—
Until Hitomi lunged forward and
caught his blade between her two. But not
as she had done before, with steel against
steel; no, this time she trapped him where
the blade met its round guard.
A twist of her wrists wrenched his
katana from his hand. It clattered to the floor, and with a scream, she brought Itsuwari down to
cleave him in two.
It came to a gentle stop against his collarbone.
No.
“No,” Shoju breathed.
Hearing her thought echoed from his mouth broke Hitomi from her shock at the blade’s
betrayal. She looked at Shoju—but she didn’t see triumph in his face.
She saw abject horror.
He made no move to disarm her again, to throw more powder or regain his blade. He just
stood, staring at the ancestral sword of the Scorpion, which was supposed to kill any Scorpion
Clan Champion who betrayed the Empire.
Like the thunderbolt flash of enlightenment, everything became clear.
How many individuals had set their differences aside to answer the threat Shoju posed?
How many clans had buried their conflicts—maybe not forever, because no peace could last for
all time—but for long enough to stop the Empire from tearing itself apart?
Hitomi whispered, “You—”
Shoju met her gaze, eyes wide with desperation. And an unspoken plea. “I am the Empire’s
villain.”
Two swords fall from Heaven. Where one refused, the other would succeed.
With a single strike of her wakizashi, Hitomi cut Shoju down.
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The old courtier had slumped against the wall. The lined of discolored spittle from his lips
spoke of poison. Someone was pounding on the doors, shouting; Hitomi couldn’t identify the
voice through the pounding of her own heart, thudding like a war drum in her ears. Whoever
was outside might be an ally, and she would live; or they might be an enemy, and she would die.
No. She couldn’t resign herself to that, not yet. Protect the prince, her Clan Champion had
said—and although she had lost Sotorii, he was still out there somewhere.
She hoped. Until she knew, she could not accept death. But before she took up that duty
again, there was one last thing to do.
Hitomi sheathed Itsuwari, then crossed the floor to where Shoju’s mask had fallen. She
picked it up, returned to his body, and settled the mask once more over his face.
Then she went to the doors and let her fate in.
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